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INT. ALISTAR’S LIBRARY, UNDERGROUND SECRET ROOM - DAY

Circular small room. A secret caged hideout is seen on one

of the walls. Shelves with books surround the room.

ALISTOR ZODIAC (+10,000, old immortal wizard, cautious and

caring) holds a light blue book with a giant "I" on the

cover.

KENDALL ZODIAC (21, wizard, serious and determined) stares

at his adoptive father, as he sits in a wooden chair.

ALISTOR

Are you sure you want to do this?

KENDALL

Yes. I need to Alistor.

Alistor turns his attention to Kendall.

ALISTOR

You don’t need to, Kendall! I... I

didn’t mean to make you feel-

KENDALL

This is my choice Alistor! MY

CHOICE. You did nothing wrong, I

promise you!

Alistor looks at Kendall, surprised and worried.

KENDALL

Father please... I need you to

understand.

ALISTOR

Kendall I want you to live your own

life, with your own choices. I

don’t want you to follow in my

footsteps, and be like me in every

way.

KENDALL

Alistor, I’m not doing this to be

like you. I am my own person,

believe that. I’m doing this

because I WANT TO.

ALISTOR

But, your parents...
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KENDALL

FORGET THEM! I don’t care Alistor.

I don’t need them, just like they

never wanted me. You’re my real

father! Always have been, always

will be.

Alistor smiles a little.

KENDALL

I need to be immortal, not only to

enhance my powers but... because I

want to protect. I have a passion

to be a hero and help anyone who

needs it Alistor. And honestly, I

want to do it forever...

ALISTOR

Kendall...

KENDALL

But most importantly, I want to do

it with YOU forever.

A moment of silence, as the two wizards stare at each other.

Kendall smiles as he leans his head down.

KENDALL

You raised me like your own... This

big loudmouth, smart aleck,

impulsive little boy who still has

a lot of growing up to do. You

know, I don’t know anyone else who

could’ve handled me the way you

did. But you did it, and I’m

eternally grateful for that.

Allistor continues to stare, as he is impressed with his

adoptive son’s words.

KENDALL

Training and going on adventures

with you have been amazing so far,

and I don’t want that to end. I’ve

learned too many things, and have

developed in so many ways.

Alistor opens the book in his hands, with dust coming out as

a result. Kendall stares straight into Alistor’s eyes.
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KENDALL

But you know the one lesson that

you taught me that really has stuck

me? The one lesson that also

partially inspired me to make this

choice?

Alistor starts to slowly flip the pages from the book.

KENDALL

No matter your situation, you have

to realize that someone always has

it worse than you.

Alistor begins to get teary-eyed, as he continues to stare

at Kendall and flip the pages at the same time.

KENDALL

You inspired me dad... You made me

more open-minded and see things

that I never thought could change

my heart. Without you I would still

be a lost soul, trying desperately

to search for a direction in my

life.

Alistor stops his hand at page 232, and breaks down in

tears. Alistor’s tears begin to fall down on the page.

ALISTOR

My son... why must you always be so

head-strong, so ambitious?

Alistor holds one of his hands to his face, trying to cover

his crying. Kendall looks down again, as Alistor is still

processing his speech.

ALISTOR

Okay.

Kendall looks up surprised. Alistor pulls himself together,

and wipes his tears away.

ALISTOR

Okay Kendall. I respect your

decision.

Kendall stands up with excitement. Alistor rushes to

Kendall, and gives him a big hug.

ALISTOR

I promise I’ll protect you. Until

the end of time...
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Kendall smiles, as he hugs Alistor back.

KENDALL

You’ve already been doing that. Old

man.

Still holding his dear adoptive son with his hug...

FLASH!

INT. ALISTAR’S LIBRARY, RESEARCH ROOM - DAY

Huge wide room, with several tables and chairs. Dimensional

and universal globes. Maps and posters cover the walls.

Books and magical potions are on shelves.

FLASH!

Kendall and Alistor appear together in the middle of the

room. They stand on a colorful circular rug.

ALISTOR

Alright.

Alistor brings page 232 forward and stares at the head title

of the page: The Immortal Spell (Forbidden across 8

dimensions and 7 universes! Never use or face the

consequences!!!)

The old sorcerer raises his hand high.

ALISTOR

Ready?!

Kendall stands with confidence.

KENDALL

Ready!

Allistor closes his eyes. His eyes glow white as he opens

them back up.

SWISH!

The old immortal wizard motions his glowing white hand in

front of Kendall. He begins to recite the spell...

ALISTOR

My body is mortal, my life is

average. I wish to live more, to

live as a savage.

Kendall’s eyes begins to glow white as well. He starts to

slowly levitate in the air. Alistor continues...
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ALISTOR

My years must expand, to the

highest degree. For me to feel

complete, internally.

A white aurora glows around Kendall’s body. The young wizard

starts to strain. Alistor finishes the spell.

ALISTOR

To complete my desire, I give up my

normal existence. Let me live as an

immortal with pride, and

persistence!

FLASH! FLASH! FLASH!

KENDALL

Aaaaaaaaaaaahhhhhhhhhhh!!!!!

ALISTOR

Hold on Kendall!

Kendall’s body turns into a white silhouette.

POOF!

Kendall turns back to normal, and lands on his back on the

rug.

ALISTOR

Kendall!

Alistor rushes to Kendall’s side. He leans him up easily.

ALISTOR

How do you feel?

KENDALL

Oh man... Did it... did it work?

Kendall raises his hand. It glows blue. He places it on his

heart.

KENDALL

Ah! It hurts!

Kendall closes his eyes as Alistor watches with concern. The

young wizard blinks his eyes open again, and looks up at

Alistor.

KENDALL

That was an instant death spell.

The Heart Stopper. I only felt a

(MORE)
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KENDALL (cont’d)
little bit of pain, nothing

life-threatening though.

ALISTOR

It works...

Kendall smiles with satisfaction of his new immortality, as

he stands up. Alistor turns around and rubs his head.

ALISTOR

You’re such a stubborn boy...

Kendall looks at his adoptive father with concern.

KENDALL

What was that spell?

Alistor turns back around.

ALISTOR

A forbidden immortality spell. It

has been banned for generations.

KENDALL

Why?

ALISTOR

WHY DO YOU THINK?! Its dangerous

Kendall!

Alistor breathes to calm down, before continuing.

ALISTOR

Hundreds of years ago, magical

creatures of all races use to use

this spell freely because, just

like you, they wanted immortality

for a purpose. But it quickly grew

out of hand, as some took advantage

of it for evil tensions or for

personal gain. Some people even

used it more than once, causing

deadly side effects or death

itself.

KENDALL

Then why use it on me?

ALISTOR

Because there are only two other

ways to become immortal and both of

them are completely illegal

(MORE)
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ALISTOR (cont’d)
everywhere. At least this spell is

only banned in a few dimensions and

universes, not including this one.

KENDALL

What are the other two?

ALISTOR

#1, Either you make a deal with

another immortal being, for the

price or sacrifice of something

meaningful to you. Or, #2, you

should be on the verge of death and

need to be resurrected by an

immortal being or spell. And do you

know how hard it is for regular

magical folks to find an immortal

being, let alone a spell? Rarely

does it happen.

KENDALL

Oh...

ALISTOR

If I were to ever do those other

two options to you, I would be

purposely trying to kill you. No

question about it.

Kendall looks down thinking for a minute.

ALISTOR

This spell is very special too. It

can sense someone’s true nature.

And its obvious it senses you’re

pure of heart. That’s one reason

why you probably didn’t face any

damage. The other being you got

lucky.

KENDALL

Wow. That’s impressive.

ALISTOR

Listen to me carefully. DON’T take

advantage of this opportunity,

because I swear to you, YOU WILL

REGRET IT! Immortality isn’t as

glamorous as it seems.
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KENDALL

Understood. Thank you dad.

Kendall walks over to give Alistor a big hug.

KENDALL

You don’t know how much this means

to me.

Alistor still worried, hugs Kendall back.

ALISTOR

Just promise me you will take my

advice and be safe. Though you

can’t die now, there are other

worse ways I can lose you.

KENDALL

I promise.

Alistor and Kendall depart from their hug. The two smile at

each other, as Alistor places his hand on Kendall’s shoulder

as a sign of approval.

Fades to black.


